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What are glassy amorphous polymers?
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Polymer melt: 
Entangled 
macromolecules, 
Non-Newtonian 
fluid

Fast 
co
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Amorphous 
State:  
Entangled 
macromolecules
Elasto plastic 
solid

Slow cool

Semicrystalline
State:  Elasto 
plastic solid with 
regions of 
crystalline 
arrangement

Aging



To give you an idea of the numbers involved…
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Glassy polymers have much superior mechanical properties



The nature of the stress strain curve has enormous 
technological consequences

The stress strain curve gives amorphous polymers their 
formability

Yield drop Rehardening



Glassy polymers can undergo large plastic deformation

Motivation for doing MD 1: 
Understanding mechanical behaviour esp 
the origins of plasticity.



Predict 
mechanical 
behaviour in the 
glassy 
amorphous state

Given a 
macromolecular 
architecture

Motivation for doing MD 2: Mechanical 
Property prediction



Continuum mechanics in four minutes..





The concept of strain follows immediately 



Example: Pulling a block, uniaxial tension



Example: Shearing a block



Understanding stress

Forces due to interaction with the 
rest of the body

Inter-atomic forces that have been cut through can be 
represented by a resultant force or traction (force/area).The components of the traction on all surfaces together constitute 

the stress tensor Σ



Governs the constitutive response of the continuum



The macroscopic stress is the temporal and spatial 
average of the microscopic atomistic stress 

Periodic box



What is              ? A 0 K picture.

A material pointZoom!! 



Coarse grain displacement





Ensemble with 
pbc

The uniaxial ‘experiment’
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Deformation of long chained 
molecules: Lessons from rubber 
elasticity

Kelvin (1857)
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Free energy G=U-TS Force



Entropy elastic 
contribution to 
force

Energy elastic 
contribution to 
force
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Force f

Temperature T

Metals

Rubber

With deformation a more ordered 
structure emerges from a less ordered 
one!

Metals: energy elastic

Rubber: entropy elastic

Polymers: energy elastic 
at small strains. Behave 
like rubber-elasticity at 
large strains.



Energy minimised

Polyethylene, the 
simplest of the lot.

Statistics of long chained molecules: conformations

United atom model 

CH2  one united atom.

Bonds  a nonlinear spring
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0

Freely jointed chain: all 
torsion angles equally 
probable

A real polymer chain has 
preferred torsion angles, 
is stiffer than a freely 
jointed one. 0



P(r)

Infinitely long polymer chains qualify as self avoiding 
random walks. Therefore obey certain statistics even if 
they are locally not freely jointed.

Kuhn segments: a 
few monomers 
long

Freely 
jointed 
chain

Self avoiding Random 
walk of Kuhn segments
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Gaussian end to end 
distribution

r/Nb

P(r) Most probable e-
e distance
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Centre Of 
Mass

Radius of gyration

Debye(1946), 
Flory(1969)

A detailed MD ensemble of long macromolecules should obey these 
statistics ensuring long range order.



Van der Waals interactions 
between monomers in the same 
and neighbouring chains

One part of a polymer chain also interacts with another 
part



Essentials of a sample preparation process: ensure 
equilibriation at short and long length scales

intermolecular
nonbonded

Van der Waals

torsional

bond stretch

valence angle
bend



Typical force fields:



intermolecular
nonbonded

intramolecular
nonbonded

torsional

bond stretch

valence angle
bend

Short range equilibriation assures that bong lengths, angles and 
dihedrals achieve the desired distributions

Bond stretch 
(constrained) 

Bond stretch 
(constrained) 

United atom



Tests for long range equilibriation are based on statistics 
of long chained molecules in an ensemble

Chain length n

Average over all segments of length n in the ensemble



Steps involved in equilibriation

Chain length n







Quench!

Equilibriated 
samples

NPT quench

Glassy 
samples



Pull under 

Long chain length limit of 
the yield stress



The price of disobeying!

TargetSample meets the target

Sample way off the 
target

Entropic hardening is 
affected by lack of the 

long range equilibriation

Sufficient if sample 
meets target upto a 

length scale of ~100 
bonds



Does the MD ensemble behave like a chunk of 
continuum?





How big a sample to take ?



Sample sizes > 3 times the average end to end distance attains an 
almost homogeneous strain distribution 

A larger sample is more continuum-like.



How fast should we quench and pull?

Slower quench rates affect the 
yield drop and simulate aging in 

polymers.

Aged

Fresh



Rate of pulling has a significant effect on the yield stress.

Rate of deformation
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Tensile non bonded stresses at yield! 
Unrealsitic!



Conclusions: Now we can pull out numbers!



What we did not talk about …

Coarse graining: the art and science of reducing 
complicated linear architectures (PS, PC, PVC etc) to 
polyethylene-like chains.

Primitive path analysis: Characterisation of the 
entanglement network

Constitutive modelling: Extracting parameters of 
continuum constitutive models from MD simulations
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